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Abstract

In this article we propose an election algorithm for the oriented hypercube, where
each edge is assumed to be labeled with its dimension in the hypercube. The algorithm
exchanges O(N) messages and uses O(log2N) time (where N is the size of the cube).

A randomized version of the algorithm achieves the same (expected) message and
time bounds, but uses messages of onlyO(log logN) bits and can be used in anonymous
hypercubes.

1 Introduction

The election problem is one of the most intensively studied problems in distributed algo-
rithms research. In addition to its practical importance, the problem has developed to
a \bench-mark" to study the complexity e�ects of di�erent model assumptions. In one
line of this research, initiated by Santoro [San84], it was investigated how knowledge of
topology or orientation inuences the complexity of the election problem. (In the follow-
ing discussion we only consider message complexity, and N and E denote the number
of processes and links in the network.) For networks of arbitrary, unknown topology an
O(N logN + E) algorithm was given by Gallager et al. [GHS83], and this is also a lower
bound.

The existence of an orientation does not help in two important classes of networks,
namely rings and tori. In unoriented rings, Franklin's algorithm [Fra82] uses O(N logN)
messages, while the 
(N logN) lowerbound [Bur80, Bod91] applies to oriented rings as
well. Peterson [Pet85] proposed an O(N) algorithm for election in unoriented tori; clearly

(N) messages are needed in oriented tori as well.

For another important class of networks, namely cliques, orientation does help. While
an 
(N logN) lower bound on election in unoriented cliques was shown by Korach et al.

[KMZ84], an O(N) algorithm for oriented cliques was given by Loui et al. [LMW86].
The question whether orientation helps in hypercubes has remained open. Using an

e�cient traversal possible in oriented hypercubes, and the construction of Korach et al.

[KKM90], election can be performed in 2N logN messages in the oriented hypercube.
But, disappointingly, because the hypercube has only O(N logN) edges, an O(N logN)
complexity is also achieved when the standard algorithm of Gallager et al. [GHS83] is
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applied. For neither the oriented, nor the unoriented case was the O(N logN) solution
known to be optimal.

In this paper we present an election algorithm for the oriented hypercube that uses
O(N) messages, showing that the known algorithms can be improved for the oriented
case. It is commonly believed that for the unoriented case the O(N logN) solution is
optimal; if this belief is correct, our result shows that orientation helps in hypercubes.
Our paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the structure of the hypercube and
the orientation. Section 3 presents our algorithm. Section 4 gives the randomized version
of the algorithm. Section 5 summarizes the achievements and lists open problems.

2 Model Description

The n-dimensional hypercube is a graph on N = 2n nodes, which, due to its attractive
combinatorial properties, is a popular choice for the topology of multiprocessor computers.

De�nition 2.1 A graph G on N = 2n nodes is a hypercube if the nodes can be labeled

with the N di�erent sequences of n bits, such that an edge between two nodes exists if and

only if the labels of the nodes di�er in exactly one bit.

If G is a hypercube, the labeling as referred to in the de�nition is not unique; there exist
N �n! di�erent label assignments with this property. In the remainder of this paper, �x one
such labeling and refer to it as the canonical node labeling; we shall refer to nodes using
their canonical label. The canonical label of node u is denoted u0u1:::un�1, abbreviated
~u. The direction of the edge between ~u and ~v is the (unique) index i such that ui 6= vi.

Properties of hypercube graphs. Many graph-theoretic results about hypercubes
are known; see, e.g., Saad and Schultz [SS88]. The hypercube is regular of degree n, and
the distance between two nodes equals the Hamming distance between their canonical
labels. The diameter and the radius of the hypercube are n. The number of edges in the
hypercube is 1

2
nN .

The hypercube has many induced subgraphs that are hypercubes of smaller dimension;
given two nodes u and v at distance d, the set of nodes fw : d(w; u) + d(w; v) = d(u; v)g
induces a subgraph that is a hypercube of dimension d. This subgraph is referred to as the
face spanned by u and v and ~w is in the face i� for every direction i, wi = ui or wi = vi.

The hypercube graphs have an elegant recursive structure. To construct a labeled
(d+ 1)-dimensional hypercube, take to d-dimensional hypercube and extend all labels in
one hypercube with a 0 and all labels in the other hypercube with a 1. For each label ~u
of d bits, add an edge (of direction d) between ~u0 and ~u1.

Hypercube networks and election. We consider processor networks of the hypercube
topology, i.e., networks whose interconnection topology is a hypercube graph. An election

algorithm is a program that is executed by every process and brings the network in a
con�guration where there is exactly one process in a special state leader, while all other
processes are in a state non-leader. Note that the program to be executed is the same for
every process.

If the processes know their canonical label, the election problem has a trivial solution:
each process enters state leader if its label equals ~0 and non-leader otherwise. This program
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is correct because there is exactly one process with label ~0. We assume from now on
that the processes do not know their canonical label, but nodes are distinguished by
arbitrarily chosen names that have no topological signi�cance. (The case that processes
are anonymous, i.e., are not distinguished at all, is discussed in Section 4.)

A distinction can be made between unoriented and oriented hypercubes. In unoriented
networks, a process distinguishes between its links by using di�erent, but uninterpreted
names. In the oriented hypercube, a process knows the direction of each of its adjacent
links. It is believed that the availability of an orientation helps to reduce the communica-
tion complexity of computations in the hypercube. A network traversal [KKM90], starting
from an arbitrary process, can be performed using N messages in an oriented hypercube,
while the best known algorithm for unoriented hypercubes takes N logN messages.

The election algorithm by Gallager et al. [GHS83] can be applied to unoriented hyper-
cubes and uses O(N logN) messages in this case; this is the best known for unoriented
hypercubes. Our algorithm for oriented hypercubes uses only O(N) messages, thus sup-
porting the belief that orientation helps to reduce the complexity of election in hypercubes.
It should be mentioned, though, that the O(N logN) algorithm for unoriented hypercubes
was not yet shown to be optimal.

3 The Election Algorithm

The election algorithm heavily relies on the recursive structure of the hypercube graph.
A hypercube of dimension d + 1 consists of two copies of the hypercube of dimension d,
where each pair of corresponding nodes is connected with an edge of direction d. To elect
a leader in this hypercube, the algorithm �rst (recursively) elects a leader in both of the
constituting hypercubes of dimension d, and then proceeds to elect one of the two leader
processes. To avoid confusion between leadership at di�erent levels of recursion, a process
is called a d-leader if it has won the election in a d-dimensional hypercube. The base case
of this algorithm, election in a hypercube of dimension 0, is easy; the network consists of
exactly one node, which becomes a 0-leader immediately.

3.1 The Tournament: Overview

After the election of a d-leader in the two d-dimensional sub-hypercubes, the processes
must cooperate to elect exactly one of these to become the (d+ 1)-leader. A tournament
between two processes that can communicate directly is easily organized. Each process
sends the other one a message containing its name; the process receiving a larger name than
its own becomes non-leader, the process receiving a smaller name than its own becomes
leader.

The tournament between the two d-leaders is organized in the same way, but with the
di�culty that the processes do not know how to reach the leader in the other, or even their
own, sub-hypercube. As a �rst step, process p that becomes d-leader sends a tournament
message h tour; p; d i, containing its name and the phase number d, through its edge in
direction d. It is the responsibility of the receiving node, called the entry node, to forward
this message to its d-leader; see Fig. 1.

It remains to forward the message to the d-leader in an e�cient way; observe that the
relative position of the d-leader and the entry node can be arbitrary and is not known to
the entry node. It it too expensive for the d-leader to announce its position to all nodes in
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Figure 1: Message forwarding in the tournament.

the d-cube so that the entry node can forward the message in d steps. This announcement
would cost 2d � 1 messages, leading to an O(N logN) overall complexity of the election.
Similarly, it is too expensive to have to entry node broadcast the tournament message
through the d-cube; this would also cost 2d � 1 messages.

3.2 The Match-Making Technique

The forwarding of the message can be seen as a match-making problem (see Mullender
and Vitanyi [MV88]) and can be solved using O(

p
2d) messages and in d+ 1 time (which

is optimal).
To make a match between the d-leader and the entry node, the d-leader announces its

leadership to all nodes in a bd=2c-dimensional face, referred to as the leader's row. The
entry node broadcasts the tournament message through a dd=2e-dimensional face called its
column. As each row intersects each column in exactly one process (as will be shown be-
low), there is one process, called the match process, that receives both the announcement
from the d-leader and the tournament message. The match process forwards the tourna-
ment message further to the d-leader via the spanning tree induced by the announcement
messages.

De�nition 3.1 Consider the hypercube of dimension d.
The row with index ubd=2c::ud�1 is the subset of nodes fx0::xbd=2c�1ubd=2c::ud�1g.
The column with index u0::ubd=2c � 1 is the subset of nodes fu0::ubd=2c�1xbd=2c::xd�1g.
Lemma 3.2 Each node belongs to exactly one row and to exactly one column. Any row

intersects any column in exactly one process.

Proof. Node ~u = u0::ubd=2c�1ubd=2c::ud�1 belongs to the row with index ubd=2c::ud�1 but
not to any other row. This node belongs to the column with index u0::ubd=2c�1.

Row ubd=2c::ud�1 and column u0::ubd=2c�1 intersect in process u0::ubd=2c�1ubd=2c::ud�1,
which is the only process that belongs to both subsets. �

Algorithm 2 shows how to broadcast the hann; d i message through a row using only
2bd=2c � 1 messages, and without using the canonical node labels. Each process stores the
link through which the message was received (variable fathp), thus building a spanning
tree of the row.
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var fathp : �1:::d� 1 ;

To initiate a broadcast:
begin fathp := �1 ; broad(bd=2c; d) end

Upon receiving h ann; d i via link i:
begin fathp := i ; broad (i; d) end

procedure broad(i):
begin if i > 0

then send h ann; d i through link i� 1 ; broad (i� 1; d) end
end

Algorithm 2: Broadcasting in a row.

Lemma 3.3 Alg. 2 broadcasts the message hann; d i through a row using 2bd=2c � 1 mes-

sages, and builds a spanning tree of the row, rooted at the initiator, of depth bd=2c.

Proof. We �rst show the following by induction on i: if broad(i; d) is executed by
process ~u = u0::ud�1, the message hann; d i is received exactly once by the processes in
fx0::xi�1ui::ud�1g n f~ug, and a spanning tree on these nodes is built of depth i.

Case i = 0: Execution of broad(0; d) is a skip, so no process will receive anything; indeed,
fu0::ud�1g n f~ug is the empty set.

Case i+ 1: Execution of broad(i+ 1; d) by ~u �rst sends an hann; d i message via link i,
that is, to node ~u0 = u0::ui�1 �uiui+1::ud. ( �ui is the complement of ui.) By induction,
the subsequent execution of broad(i; d) in u and u0 (the latter upon receipt of the
hann; d i message from u) results in all processes in

fx0::xi�1uiui+1::ud�1g n f~ug and fx0::xi�1 �uiui+1::ud�1g n f~u0g

receiving the message once. Consequently, all processes in

fx0::xi�1xiui+1::ud�1g n f~ug

receive the message exactly once.

The recursive calls both build a spanning tree of depth i, but one is rooted at u0 and
hence become hooked in at depth 1, which brings the overall depth at i+ 1.

Thus, the initialization of a broadcast causes all processes in the initiator's row to receive
the message exactly once. The message complexity is 2bd=2c � 1 because all processes in
the row except one receive hann; d i once. �

A similar procedure is used to broadcast the tournament message through the column
of the entry node. This broadcast takes 2dd=2e � 1 messages.

The tournament between the two d-leaders is organized as follows.

1. A d-leader p sends a h tour; p; d i message via link d.

2. A d-leader announces its leadership in its row by calling broad(bd=2c; d).
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3. An entry node (i.e., a node receiving h tour; p; d i via link d) broadcasts the node
through its column.

4. A non-d-leader q in the row of the leader (i.e., q has received an hann; d i message)
receiving a h tour; p; d i message sends the message to fathq.

5. A d-leader q receiving a h tour; p; d i message compares p with q; if q > p, q becomes
(d+ 1)-leader, and q becomes non-leader otherwise.

3.3 Complexity Analysis

The message complexity. Let T (d) be the number of messages exchanged in a tour-
nament between two d-leaders and E(n) the number of messages used by the election
algorithm (on a hypercube of dimension n). As an election requires two elections on
smaller cubes and one tournament, we �nd the recursion

E(n) =

(
0 if n = 0
2 � E(n� 1) + T (n� 1) otherwise.

In the analysis of the message complexity we need the well-known sum of the in�nite
geometric series (assuming � < 1) and its derivative to �:

1X
d=0

�d =
1

1� �
and

1X
d=0

d � �d�1 =
1

(1� �)2
:

Counting the number of messages exchanged in each of the steps of the tournament
between two d-leaders, we �nd:

Step 1: 2 messages.
Step 2: 2 � (2bd=2c � 1) messages.
Step 3: 2 � (2dd=2e � 1) messages.
Step 4: at most 2 � bd=2c messages.

Summing up, �nd T (d) � 2 � (2bd=2c + 2dd=2e + bd=2c � 1).

For even d we have bd=2c = dd=2e = d=2, and hence T (d) � 4 � 2d=2 + d� 2.

For odd d we have 2bd=2c = 1

2

p
2 � 2d=2 and 2dd=2e =

p
2 � 2d=2. This implies T (d) �

(3
p
2)2d=2 + d� 3.

As 3
p
2 > 4, the relation T (d) < (3

p
2)2d=2 + d� 2 holds both for even and odd d.

Subsequently we write F (n) = E(n)=2n, and using the recursion for E we �nd

F (n) =

8<
:

0 if n = 0

F (n� 1) +
T (n� 1)

2n
otherwise,

which allows to write F (n) as a sum and bound it by an in�nite series:

F (n) =
n�1X
d=0

T (d)

2d+1
�

1X
d=0

T (d)

2d+1
:
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Subsequently we use the relation T (d) < (3
p
2)2d=2 + d� 2 to bound F (n) as follows

1X
d=0

T (d)

2d+1
<

1X
d=0

(3
p
2)2d=2

2d+1
+

1X
d=0

d

2d+1
�

1X
d=0

2

2d+1

=
3
p
2

2
�
1X
d=0

(
1

2

p
2)d +

1

4
�
1X
d=0

d � (1
2
)d�1 �

1X
d=0

(
1

2
)d

=
3
p
2

2
� 1

1� 1

2

p
2

+
1

4
� 1

(1� 1

2
)2

� 2

= 3
p
2 + 2 � 6:24:

It follows that E(n) < 6:24 �N .
The constant can be reduced by carrying out a more precise analysis, where the sum

F (n) is calculated for even and odd d separately.

Time complexity. It will �rst be assumed that all processes initiate the algorithm
independently, and the latest process does so at time t0; we shall show that a leader is
elected at time t0 +O(n2).

Assume all d-leaders are elected at time td. At time td + bd=2c the announcement of
leadership in the row has completed. At time td + 1 the entry nodes have received the
tournament messages, and the broadcast of this message in the column is completed at
time td + 1 + dd=2e. Hence the forwarding of the messages through the row starts at the
latest at time td + max(bd=2c; dd=2e + 1), and the d-leaders receives the message time
td+1 � td +max(bd=2c; dd=2e+ 1) + bd=2c = td + (d+ 1).

The time of election of the n-leader is then bounded by

tn = t0 +
n�1X
d=0

(d+ 1) = t0 +
1

2
n(n� 1);

hence the algorithm elects within 1

2
log2N time.

Initiation by a Subset of Processes. The algorithm can also be initiated by any
(non-empty) subset of the processes, but the time complexity is linear in this case. A
process starts the algorithm either spontaneously or on receipt of the �rst message of the
algorithm.

Lemma 3.4 If any subset of processes initiates the algorithm spontaneously, all processes

will eventually start executing the algorithm and it terminates in O(N) time.

Proof. Let p be a process that initiates the algorithm. We show by induction on d that
all nodes in the d-dimensional subcube to which p belongs eventually join the algorithm.

Case d = 0: The 0-dimensional cube only contains p, and p is a starter.

Case d+ 1: By induction, all processes in p's d-dimensional cube start the algorithm,
hence they elect one d-leader (not necessarily p), which sends a tournament message
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in direction d. The entry node receiving this message starts the algorithm in the other
d-dimensional cube, and by induction all processes in that d-cube eventually start
the algorithm, too. So all processes in p's (d + 1)-dimensional subcube eventually
start the algorithm.

The time bound holds because O(N) messages are exchanged by the algorithm, and the
time complexity does not exceed the message complexity. �

3.4 Proper Termination of the Algorithm

After election of the �nal n-leader there are still processes in the hypercube waiting to
receive messages. Indeed, all processes in a d-leader's row are still ready to receive and
forward a tournament message. All processes in an entry node's column are still ready to
receive an announce message and forward the tournament message to the leader.

After its election, the n-leader can announce its election to all nodes in the hypercube,
causing them to terminate and purge all pending messages. This costs N � 1 messages.

4 A Randomized Algorithm for Anonymous Hypercubes

The node names are only used for breaking the symmetry between nodes on a two-by-
two basis. Randomly selected strings can be used for this purpose, too, and this yields
a randomized algorithm with an even lower bit-complexity that can also be used in an
anonymous hypercube.

When becoming d-leader, a process randomly selects a string of k bits and includes it
in the tournament message instead of its name. If the two competing d-leaders selected
di�erent strings (this has probability 1� 2�k), the one with larger string becomes leader.
If the two d-leaders selected the same string (a clash occurs), both select a new random
string and send a new tournament message. As the probability of a clash is only 2�k, the
expected number of tournament message exchanges in any single tournament rises from 1
to 1

1�2�k
, that is, remains practically unchanged.

The number of bits per message is k + log logN (because messages also contain the
recursion level), so it is reasonable to set k = log logN . We obtain a randomized algorithm
using O(N) messages, O(N log logN) bits, O(log2N) time.

5 Conclusions, Open Problems, and Related Work

We proposed a linear election algorithm for oriented hypercubes. The algorithm exchanges
no more than 6:24:::�N messages, each containing at most one process name and an integer
of log logN bits. A randomized version of the algorithm was also presented; this algorithm
can be used in anonymous hypercubes and its messages contain only O(log logN) bits.

Open questions that remain are:

� Prove that the best known election algorithm for unoriented hypercubes, with a
complexity of O(N logN) messages, is optimal, or give a better algorithm.

� Prove an 
(N logN) lower bound or an o(N logN) upper bound on the complexity
of traversing an unoriented hypercube.
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Comparison with [FM93]. An election algorithm with linear complexity was indepen-
dently found by Flocchini and Mans [FM93]. Like our algorithm, this algorithm exploits
the recursive structure of the hypercube to successively elect leaders in higher and higher
dimensional sub-hypercubes. Instead of our match-making using rows and columns, each
non-leader process forwards a tournament message (via a shortest path) to the process by
which it was defeated at a lower level of recursion.

Our tournament uses more messages than the tournament implemented by Flocchini
and Mans (viz., O(

p
N) versus O(log2N)). It turns out, however, that the complexity of

the tournament is insigni�cant for the overall complexity of the election (as long as it is
bounded by O(N 1��) for some positive �). Consequently, the message complexities of the
two algorithms are equal.

Our algorithm is better than the algorithm of Flocchini and Mans with respect to
time and bit complexity. Because we pass messages in parallel during the tournament,
the time complexity of the tournament is bounded by logN , which results in an overall
time complexity of O(log2N). The messages in the tournaments are passed serially in
[FM93], which results in a �(log2N) time per tournament, and an �(log3N) overall time
complexity. Moreover, the messages in [FM93] may contain a process name plus log2N
bits, while our messages contain only a name plus log logN bits (and O(log logN) bits in
the randomized version).
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